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7 July 11
OC Squadrons
INITIATIVE BY SQNS - RAF St MAWGAN CADET CAMPS
1.

OC Wing has authorised this opportunity.

2.
As you are all aware ( in 2010 the Wing had several weeks at this RAF station) ,RAF St
Mawgan, which is now a very small RAF station ( but still has an ACLO etc), and with the full
support of the Station Commander is willing to accept camps by ATC units. No real help from
the station but it would have to be a DIY camp - depending on what the unit wished to do. Ideal
base for SW Coastal walk( - possible DofE expedition B&S?). Our cadets that attended did have
a great time, and maybe this as an option for units. There is now a fully equipped RAC and
Range which could be utilised , either with a Wing authorised operator ( only 2 Plt Off Lovell
2286 and WO Hibbitt 198 Sqn's) or perhaps arranged locally.
3.
I have attached the notes from the camps last year - but the main problem is the
distance and what financial support Wing could give, and that is likely to be minimal, although
the accommodation costs of Cadet Messing rate of £1.70p per day may assist.
4.
Units are therefore encouraged to consider this option, and to make enquiries direct with
the ACLO at RAF St Mawgan, (01637 857405 or 857841 - ask for ACLO) or the local ATC Wing
HQ - Sqn Ldr B Chalkley on 01637 857638, who administers the RAC. You may also get station
MT support but not guaranteed.
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